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What is Chunity?

It is a Unity plugin which embeds the chuck vm into the game engine

Simple interface between Unity <-> Chuck

Adds first class audio support



Why Chunity

Usually game engines provides only audio playback with limited 

effects support.

Frameworks with more advanced audio control are not as flexible as 

game engines or are too low level.



Why Chunity

Chuck time paradigm matches perfect with the requirements of a 

game engine

Better control of audio playback 

Easy synchronization of game / audio events



Why Chunity

● OpenFrameworks

○ Low level graphics and low level audio

● Cinder

○ Good audio support but low level graphics

● SuperCollider

○ On par with Chuck but it's time control and concurrency paradigm seems 

inferior regarding game engine integration



First class audio support

Procedural audio generation

Limited only by creativity

More interactive music



Chunity basic usage

Add a Chuck instance script to any game object

● ChuckMainInstance/ChuckSubInstance

Use the provided API



Unity - Chuck interface

● Run chuck code

○ RunCode / RunFile

● Read/Write chuck variables

○ Get[Float|Int|String] / Set[Float|Int|String]

● Triger/Receive chuck events 

○ SignalEvent / BroadcastEvent / StartListeningForChuckEvent



Chunity basic usage

global keyword is used to tell chuck that the variable may be 

accessed by Unity and also inter chuck scripts

It is currently not present in vanilla chuck but will be integrated as o 

form of sharing variables between chuck scripts



Our first game example

Mass Gravity Sin

The game objective is to collect the 

yellow objects while avoiding the red 

ones through controlling the ground 

inclination.



Mass Gravity Sin

Its name is a pun with the classical 

inclined plane force equation.

The game was created in early 

2017, without any sound.



Mass Gravity Sin

Upper view of the stage



Mass Gravity Sin

Collectables close view



Mass Gravity Sin

We choose this game as an example as there was no sound 

originally.

Therefore adding sound to it would be the perfect test of the 

capabilities of Chunity.

And it was not only simple but very funny.



Mass Gravity Sin - Sounds

● Sounds for collectables

● Background stage music

● Stage / ball impact sound

● Game over music

● Victory music



Mass Gravity Sin - Sounds

As we are not sound designers we looked for some inspiration based 

on our gaming experience.



The yellow collectable

We wanted to make something 

like the Mario’s coin

Next we look for a reference

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1M1pHsc804


The yellow collectable

Playing the B and E notes got us closer to the original sound.

We used a simple sine wave with an envelop play B followed by E.

This simple setup was enough to get the nostalgic feeling of Mario’s 

coin



The good sound

To reinterpret the reference are used two objects:

● A sine oscillator.
● An ADSR envelope.

SinOsc s => ADSR e => dac;

The ADSR is configured with a fast attack and a slower decay, no sustain or release.

e.set(1::ms, 290::ms, 0, 0::ms);

The oscillator was called two times with a frequency change.

With this simple code, the feeling of the mario's coin was rebuilt.



The red collectable

We wanted the player to avoid the red collectables we choose a 

sound not so nice as the Mario’s coin

We made a frequency decreasing sine oscillator



The bad sound

This one give a feeling of lost.

The bad sound was created with an oscillator frequency increase based on time elapse.

This code is so simple that it can be displayed in full:

SinOsc s => dac;

.7 => s.gain;
440 => s.freq;

now + 1::second => time dt;
while (now < dt) {

5000 - ((now - dt) / 1::second) * 4800 => s.freq;
1::samp => now;

}



The game over music

For the game over music we wanted something 

which would pass a sad or even tragic feeling

But it could not be too complex to play

Then we stumbled with a funeral march!  The 

third movement of Chopin’s Piano Sonata No. 2 

from 1837.



The game over music

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-Da5wiw854


The death reference

The third movement of the 
Chopin's Piano Sonata No. 2  from 
1837.

Chopin's famous funeral march!

It is a very classical reference, and 
needs a treatment corresponding to 
its greatness.



The death reference

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-Da5wiw854


The game over music

The left hand is pretty easy, just play A-E / A-F

But exactly copying the right hand would be too complex for our 

needs, we had to adapt it!

So we just picked up all the notes played and played it randomly!

It wasn’t Chopin anymore but… we got the tragic feeling



The death sound

To reinterpret the classical funeral march a piano library made in Visgraf was used.

This library uses a very good record for each  piano key.

Keys from left hand was construct as it is. 

    kb.play([57, 64]);
    whole::second => now;
    kb.play([57, 65]);
    whole::second => now;



The death sound

Keys from right hand are a random choice from the keys played in reference.

[81, 79, 77, 76, 72] @=> int notes[];

fun void right_hand() {
    while (true) {
        notes[Math.random2(0, 4)] => kb.play;
        quarter::second => now;
    }
}

The two hands played in concurrency make a very different music from the original.

But the sadness brought is very close.



The victory music

We wanted to make a parody with a very known music by brazilians

This music piece was composed especially for the formula one 

broadcast and was always played for the winner in the race finish

It is very simple (with a few inversions): C - C - G - A# - A# - F



The victory music

Ayrton Senna was a Brazilian racing driver 
who won Formula One world championships 
three times. 

Widely regarded as one of the greatest 
Formula One drivers of all time.



The victory sound

It is a Brazilian instrumental song composed specially for the broadcast of Formula One.

Here we built a piano melody similar to introduction. It is very simple, and was coded in this way:

    repeat(2){
        kb.play([60, 64, 67]);
        sixth::second => now;
    }
    kb.play([59, 62, 67]);
    whole::second => now;

With a second compass with different notes, [58, 62, 65] and [57, 60, 65] respectively.



The victory music

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IG_JJHmnYkI


Collision Impact sound

For each material we provided a unique impact sound.

We used a pre-recorded sample for the impact sound.

The impact volume is controlled by the physics simulation impact 

velocity.



The game setup

The game contains tree stages  and and five different balls.

Each one is simulated with different physical properties making 

their combination unique.

For each stage we developed a different music, trying to reflect their 

uniqueness.



Playable stages and balls

We developed:

● Five balls
● Three stages

The different playable 
balls and stages have a lot 
of parameter that make 
them unique. 



Interaction forces

The different playable balls and 
stages have a lot of parameter that 
make them unique. 

The most important parameters:

● Mass
● Angular Drag
● Drag
● Dynamic Friction
● Static Friction
● Bounciness
● Friction Combine 
● Bounce Combine



Background music

An important component 
of a game is the 
background music.

Here each of the three 
playable stages has its 
own music, based on some 
properties.



Wood stage



Wood stage background music

We wanted a sound which could remember the old 16 bits games, 

like the Prehistorik Man game.

We choose Chuck’s ModalBar instrument to model the agogo, and 

add a small reverb effect on top of it.



Wood stage background music

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voglp3jyfNM


Wood stage background music

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVCXhbqCVNA


Snow stage



Snow stage background music

This stage has no friction, as the name says it is snow.

As there is no friction the ball rolls but also slides too, making the 

game faster.

We tried to make a heavier music to reflect this fact, that is the 

game is faster and also more difficult.



Snow stage background music

For this we used a mariba’s like sound accompanied of a fast hi-hat.

The first was modeled using an Impulse and the hi-hat used a noise 

ugen with a high pass filter and an envelop.



Snow stage background music

The Snow stage has no friction, then the ball drags a lot besides it 
rolls too.

The purpose of this background music is to be more restless, to pass 
this velocity feeling.

A very fast marimba was modeled with impulse oscillator.

A base hi-hat was constructed with noise to hit in half time of the 
marimba.



Metal stage



Metal stage background music

The metal stage gives the player a steampunk feeling.

The ball can bounce easily and it turns to be easier to die.

For this music we choose a more electronic setup and also a bit more 

aggressive to pass some tension to the player.

The music is based on a varying width pulse oscillator.



Metal stage background music

In metal stage the player has a feeling of a steampunk environment.

We have higher bounciness too, with a higher death chance.

The background sound was developed to feel like it, with an 
aggressive industrial beat.

Here a pulse oscillator is the base of sound. 

The behavior is simple, with the turn on and turn off for the 
oscillator, remembering the soundtrack of the early 90's movies.
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